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# General Answer to the Reviewer: We thank the anonymous reviewers for reading and
reviewing our manuscript. We agree with both reviewers that our site selection could
benefit from improvement and that we mainly concentrated on the vegetation types,
not respecting the applied management or treatment of each site. We also agree that
more information has to be provided concerning the selected sites. Correspondingly,
we corrected our site selection by excluding sites where the management is difficult
to reconcile with our statistical analysis. As given in table 1 (Tab.1, see below) we
ended up having 16 sites left (instead of the original 23), representing four different
vegetation types (evergreen needleleaf trees; evergreen broadleaf trees; deciduous
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broadleaf trees & shrubs) and three countries (Spain; France & Italy). In addition we
included missing information such as the total elevation; climate information (KGCC);
the number of years of observations included per site, as well as publications that are
relevant to the sites’ description (this column will be completed) in table 1. Based on
this updated site selection, we will re-run all statistical analysis on the data.
# Reply to the comments of reviewer 2:
We gratefully acknowledge the insight on the detailed site information. As mentioned
above, reviewer 2 rightly criticizes the site selection, and our results may be flawed
when mainly concentrating on the vegetation type of each site and ignoring its management. Correspondingly, we cleaned our data set as presented in the updated version
of table 1 (see above) and added missing and important site information.
Regarding the concern that we have grouped all sites according to their vegetation,
we decided to use, next to the ‘site’, also the ‘vegetation type’ as a random factor
within our statistical analyses. Doing so will allow us to take site-dependent and also
vegetation-dependent effects into account. Thank you for bringing this point forward.
We could not find any figure where the symbol legend is missing. As given as an example below (Fig. 4), for every figure the symbol legend (giving the different vegetation
types) are presented in the first panel.
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Tab.1: Site description (NEW SITE SELECTION).!Further!site!information!is!available!at:!https://fluxnet.ornl.gov/.

*1!KGCC!=!Climate!abbreviations!follow!the!Koeppen?Geiger?Climate?Classification:!Cfa!?!warm!temperate!fully!humid!with!hot!summer,!Csa!?!warm!temperate!with!
dry,!hot!summer.!*2!Note!all!years!from!which!we!used!information!(even!we!didn’t!use!the!year!in!total)!are!included!in!the!table.
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Figure 4
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